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This paper presents and discusses an experience of a cadastre-
based historical GIS applied to place names, interpreted as 
immaterial cultural heritage in danger (Cassi, 1998; Aversano, 
2007; Jordan et al., 2009; Kerfoot H., 2016). In the frame of the 
European cooperation project PRIMIS, financed by Interreg V A 
Italy-Slovenia 2014/2020, about linguistic minority as a resource 
for cultural tourism and local development, the research group 
is developing a digital toponymic Atlas in Comelico Valley, that 
will be exhibited in a local tourist information point and 
published online. According to the Faro Convention, digital 
technology can have a major role in enhancing access to Cultural 
Heritage, as well as maintaining diversity of languages and 
cultures in our information society (art. 14). 
Comelico Valley, belonging to the historical region of Cadore, 
situated at the Italian border with Austria, and is inhabited by a 
Ladin speaking population, recognised as a minority in 1999. 
Like other similar initiatives in the Alps and elsewhere (for 
example www.toponomasticafriulana.it; Lorenzi, 2012), the 
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Atlas is intended on the one side as a way to record and map 
local place names for scientific reasons, as well as to enhance 
local minority and provide a sort of payback for past linguistic 
expropriation; on the other side - in the spirit of PRIMIS project 
- it is proposed as a way to promote linguistic minority as a 
resource for cultural tourism, trying to revitalise the use of Ladin 
toponyms among local population and visitors.  
The Atlas is grounded on previous geographic and linguistic 
researches that have been made in the valley in the last 20 
years. After a first collections of geographical dialectal terms 
(Marinelli, 1901), the toponyms collected by Tagliavini during 
the linguistic investigations on the Ladin dialect of Comelico 
should be mentioned (Tagliavini, 1926; Id., 1944). A chapter of 
the series of the “Oronimi Bellunesi”, promoted by the Angelini 
Foundation of Belluno, is dedicated to a part of the Comelico 
valley (Cesco Frare, 1993). In the same years, P. Cesco Frare 
collected a very large number of toponyms and microtoponyms 
relating to the highest parts of the valley, that are still 
unpublished. More recently, some first toponymic maps have 
been published by local associations (Comelico Superiore: 
GRCCS, 2002; San Nicolò: De Bolfo, Ferrario, Turato, 2005; 
Costalta: Cesco Frare, 2016; Valle: De Bernardin Gàina, Soravia, 
2019). Two published maps have been recently unified by V. 
Ferrario and A. Turato and exhibited in the section dedicated to 
the Ladin language in a local museum. There are also several 
handwritten maps, coming from graduation theses and 
exercises by students of the local University of the Elderly, under 
the guidance of P. Cesco Frare. The aforementioned collections, 
and the maps in particular, are extremely valuable secondary 
sources, and yet their use has some serious limitations: they 
cover only some parts of the Comelico valley, while other parts 
remain uncovered; each of them was built at different times, 
with different criteria and methods and using different sources; 
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the collections are not comparable in terms of linguistic depth, 
or spatial information (Ferrario, 2018). 
To fill this gap, the Atlas develops a methodology firstly adopted 
in the framework of a research project funded by IMONT in 2005 
that produced the aforementioned toponymy map of the 
territory of San Nicolò and Costa and then of the village of 
Casamazzagno (Ferrario, 2019). The work started from 
toponyms collected in the nineteenth-century land registers, 
and specifically in the so-called "Napoleonic" cadastre. Modern 
land registers can be considered as a sort of ante litteram GIS, 
in which the spatial data (the parcels drawn in the cadastral 
maps) are uniquely linked to alphanumeric data contained in the 
corresponding registers. This feature has been widely exploited 
to reconstruct the historical use of land in various disciplines, 
such as historical ecology, forestry, landscape history and 
historical geography. The creation of "historical" GIS has been 
more rarely adopted in toponymy studies, but it has shown 
great potential especially for praedial microtoponymy (Ferrario, 
2019).  
The historical GIS created for the Comelico valley by the 
Napoleonic Cadastre, is synchronic and extended to the whole 
area, thus being an ideal common basis to connect all the local 
different sources previously mentioned. This source has 
obviously its limits too (Ferrario, 2019) and yet it has the 
advantage of being placed in a favorable temporal position to 
act as an intermediary with the historical toponymy, recorded 
in the archival documentation of the modern age. In fact, the 
nineteenth-century land register records some toponyms that 
are no longer in use and whose oral memory has been lost, thus 
offering a valid help in the case of toponyms present in the 
archival documentation, but of difficult geographical location. 
Finally, the experience conducted in 2005 shows that 
Napoleonic toponymy can be an excellent tool to bring back to 
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the minds of informants those toponyms that are now little used 
or disappearing. 
This procedure opens up a number of interesting issues in terms 
of density, placement, scale, hierarchy of place names. 
Nevertheless the main issue when using this source in a minority 
language area, is that in XIX century local place names have 
been Venetised or Italianised to be recorded in the cadastre 
register (Ferrario, 2019). A sort of reverse process has been then 
put in place, “Ladinising” back Venetised and Italianised 
toponyms, with the help of previous studies (Cesco Frare 2001; 
Barbierato, Vigolo 2008), of the aforementioned local toponymy 
collections and of local informants. 
Although the pandemic has greatly slowed down the process of 
building the Atlas, in fact, it has been possible to carry out two 
first tests that will be proposed for discussion.  
Reflecting upon the methodological steps adopted in the 
Comelico Toponymy Atlas, and evaluating the first results 
obtained, this paper questions the limits and potentialities of 
the sources implied to recover minority language place names 
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